
The IT infrastructure is rapidly evolving 
to accommodate an increasingly mobile 
workforce and a wave of new devices, 
form factors and platforms. Your end 
users also expect instant access to the 
applications they need to be productive. 
But when it’s time to upgrade, apply 
patches and service packs, or adopt 
new deployment techniques like 
virtualization, the challenge of testing 
and fixing all those applications to 
avoid risks can be enormous. In fact, 
application compatibility issues present 
the biggest hurdle to achieving timely 
and complete migrations to Windows 
7/8, Windows Server 2008/2012, 
Internet Explorer 8-10, Mozilla Firefox, 
and virtual desktop and application 
environments like Microsoft App-V 
and VMware ThinApp. Even when you 

discover issues, manual remediation can 
take hours or days for each application, 
require highly skilled, costly IT staff – 
and still be prone to human error.

Now you can practically eliminate 
application migration risk with 
the fastest possible compatibility 
assessments across your desktop, 
server, virtual and web application 
estate. ChangeBASE automates testing, 
remediation, and packaging as well as 
virtualization conversion to accelerate 
application readiness.

Rely on ChangeBASE to find and fix 
compatibility issues in minutes, and get 
the reports you need to better manage 
your application’s lifecycle.

Once the applications are ready, ChangeBASE also enables you to automatically 
virtualize your applications. 

ChangeBASE
The fastest, easiest way to ensure application readiness for 
Windows platforms, web browsers and virtualized environments.

Benefits:
•	 Faster migrations that are on-time 

and under budget

•	 Improved quality assurance 

with lower ongoing application 

management costs

•	 Reduced risk of stalled migrations 

and rising OS support costs

“ The ChangeBASE solution 
has saved us 50% of our 
projected costs, and it has 
taken half the time it would 
have…if we had done the 
application analysis and 
remediation manually.”

Jim Barton,
Senior Architect,
Telefonica UK
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Compatibility 

ChangeBASE singularly automates 
compatibility testing across multiple 
platforms and technologies in a  
single assessment exercise. There is 
no need to install applications to test. 
ChangeBASE automatically imports any 
application file format, converts it to a 
standardized Windows Installer format 
(MSI), then does a comprehensive 
assessment. ChangeBASE also  
assesses an organization’s diverse mix  
of technologies.

Microsoft Office dependency 
assessment
ChangeBASE identifies Office-dependant 
applications that may fail after a migration.

Application virtualization assessment
ChangeBASE allows you to compare 
compatibility ratings for virtual 
application solutions to see which ones 
are the best fit for the organization.

Virtual desktop and RDS assessment
ChangeBASE assesses compatibility for 
virtual, server hosted and fat clients in 
one pass. 

Browser assessment
ChangeBASE detects web application 
compatibility issues with Windows 7/8 
and IE8-10 by checking files and pages 
that a user might visit.

Auto-fix of remediation issues
ChangeBASE applies auto-fixes on 
multiple applications, accelerating 
application delivery. 

Ongoing application readiness

Monthly Windows patch readiness
ChangeBASE integrates the latest 
Windows updates and patches through 
periodic automated evaluations,  
to strengthen security and reduce  
deployment times.

Automated application packaging
ChangeBASE packaging/virtualization 
delivery tests for in-house and packaging 
(MSI) standards issues, and applies 
automated fixes to ensure compliance. It 
also develops and customizes QA checks 
and related remedies for significant time 
and cost savings. ChangeBASE converts 
all application formats into Windows 
installer packages, then allows you to 
edit them with a built-in tool to create 
production-ready MSIs.

Automated application virtualization 
package creation
ChangeBASE automatically virtualizes 
applications into the format of your 
choice, saving time and reducing errors.

Reporting

ChangeBASE dashboards present graphs, 
charts, calculators, project status and 
next-step wizards.

About Dell

Dell Inc. (NASDAQ: DELL) listens to 
customers and delivers worldwide 
innovative technology, business 
solutions and services they trust  
and value. For more information,  
visit www.dell.com.
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System requirements

Supported platforms

OS compatibility

Windows XP SP2 or later

Windows Vista SP2

Windows 7 32- and 64- bit

Windows 8

Windows Server 2003,  
2008 R2, 2012 

Microsoft Office

Microsoft Office 2007-2010

Application Virtualization 
Compatibility

Microsoft App-V

VMware ThinApp

Citrix XenApp

Symantec SWV

Virtual Desktop Compatibility

Citrix XenDesktop

Microsoft RDS

Virtual Desktop Hosting

VMware Workstation

VMware Server

Microsoft Hyper-V 

Browser Compatibility

Mozilla Firefox

Internet Explorer 8-10 

For details about server hardware/
software requirements, client/server 
installation and other prerequisites, 
visit quest.com/changebase.

www.dell.com
http://www.quest.com/changebase

